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Dear Colleagues!
I would like to draw your attention to the fact that for almost 27 years Armenia has been
occupying 20% of the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan, in Nagorno-Karabakh and its
surrounding regions. Thus, since 1988, separatist groups have emerged among the
Armenian population living in Nagorno-Karabakh under foreign influence and, together with
nationalist groups in Yerevan. These groups demanded the annexation of the NagornoKarabakh Autonomous Region (hereinafter Nagorno-Karabakh) to Armenia. In addition,
300,000 ethnic Azerbaijanis living in Armenia were expelled from their native lands and
became refugees. 1 2
In 1992-1994, besides Nagorno-Karabakh territory, Armenia, with the support of local
separatist forces and foreign mercenaries, occupied seven adjacent regions around
Nagorno-Karabakh (not part of Nagorno-Karabakh), resulting in the displacement of about 1
million Azerbaijanis living in and around Nagorno-Karabakh. Thousands of innocent
civilians were slaughtered, and on February 26, 1992, an act of genocide was committed in
the city of Khojaly. 3 4 5
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Armenia, which has been occupying Azerbaijani territories for 27 years, has created a
puppet regime in Nagorno-Karabakh called "Nagorno-Karabakh Republic", which is not
recognized by any state and is under its full control, using separatist
forces (separatist forces are controlled by them as well).
The fact that Nagorno-Karabakh is an integral part of the Republic of Azerbaijan, its
occupation and control of Armenia and its surrounding regions have been recognized by
the world countries and international organizations. 6
UN Security Council Resolutions 822, 853, 874, 884 adopted in 1993 condemned the
occupation of the territories of the Republic of Azerbaijan by the Armenian armed forces and
demanded the withdrawal of armed forces from the occupied territories. The resolutions
reaffirm the territorial integrity of Azerbaijan. 7
At its 85th plenary session in 1993, the UN General Assembly adopted a Resolution on
Emergency International Assistance to Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons in
Azerbaijan. 8
During 1992-1996, the Chairman of the UN Security Council and the UN SecretaryGeneral issued a series of statements on the conflict, reaffirming the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of the Republic of Azerbaijan and supporting the OSCE Minsk Group's efforts to
resolve the conflict peacefully.
Since 1996, in the UN-OSCE Cooperation Resolution, the UN General Assembly has
reaffirmed the territorial integrity of the Republic of Azerbaijan (Nagorno-Karabakh and
surrounding areas).9
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, in its Resolution No. 1416 of
25.01.2005, confirmed that Nagorno-Karabakh and its surrounding territories were occupied
by Armenia and that the separatist forces of Nagorno-Karabakh were under Armenian
control. 10
The 2015 decision of the European Court of Human Rights in the case of Chiragov and
Others v. Armenia confirms that Armenia is responsible for the occupation of Azerbaijani
territories and human rights violations in these territories. 11
In 1992, the OSCE established the Minsk Group at its Minsk Conference to mediate
between the parties to the conflict and to prepare proposals for resolving the conflict. 12
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“The Graphic” newspaper. 8th may 1920.

In 1994, Armenia and Azerbaijan signed the Bishkek Protocol, which ensured a
ceasefire between the countries. 13
The Minsk Group's efforts to resolve the conflict over the past 27 years have been
ineffective due to Armenia's unconstructive and groundless position. The Armenian side has
13
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taken a blackmailing, illegitimate position that the conflict can be “resolved” and other
occupied territories can be liberated on the condition of Nagorno-Karabakh's
"independence".
However, the Azerbaijani side has repeatedly stated its readiness to grant the territory
of Nagorno-Karabakh a high level of autonomy based on world experience, ensuring the full
security of the Armenian population there and their enjoyment of all civil rights.
Over the past 27 years, the ceasefire has been repeatedly violated by the Armenian
armed forces, and dozens of civilians, including two-year-old children, have been killed as a
result of fire from the occupied territories. 14
After Nikol Pashinyan became a prime minister, Armenia became more aggressive in
resolving the conflict, making statements such as "Nagorno-Karabakh is Armenia”, him and
his wife have dealt a serious blow to the negotiation process by organizing and participating
in military exercises in Nagorno-Karabakh and other occupied territories. 15 All these steps
were actually derogating from negotiation process and make OSCE Minsk Group’s effort
useless.
On July 12, 2020, the Armenian military attacked the Tovuz region of Azerbaijan, which
is located completely outside of Nagorno-Karabakh, and tried to take control of the BakuTbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline, gas pipelines to European countries and the Baku-Tbilisi highway
and railways, which are part of the Great Silk Road. In September, they tried to force
Azerbaijan to surrender Nagorno-Karabakh and make concessions to Armenia by occupying
additional territories around Nagorno-Karabakh. In both cases, the Azerbaijani army defeated
the attacks of the Armenian armed forces.16
As a result of the attempt of the Armenian armed forces to occupy new territories of the
Republic of Azerbaijan in violation of the ceasefire, military clashes between the armed forces
of the two countries began on September 27 and is continuing today. Since that date, the
Azerbaijani Armed Forces have also launched a military operation to clear the occupied
territories from Armenian armed forces and mercenary terrorist groups brought to the area
from Lebanon, Syria and other countries. Using the territory of Armenia and the occupied
territory of Nagorno-Karabakh directly by the Armenian Armed Forces, the civilian population
in Tovuz, Shamkir, Goranboy, Dashkasan, Naftalan, Aghdam, Fuzuli, Jabrayil, Tartar,
Agjabadi, Mingachevir, Yevlakh, Khizi and Ganja regions and cities of the Republic of
Azerbaijan the settlements were subjected to intense missile attacks.
On October 6, Armenia targeted the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline that delivers Caspian
oil to Europe.
Despite the signing a humanitarian ceasefire agreement in Moscow on October 9, 2020,
Armenia again fired missiles at the Azerbaijani cities of Ganja and Mingachevir on the night
of October 10 and 17, killing 22 civilians and several children, 93 civilians were injured, 2
children are missing and residential buildings were destroyed. In Ganja, the second largest
city in Azerbaijan with a population of about 500,000, the most densely populated areas were
hit by missiles. The aim of the missile fires on civilian buildings by Armenia in the city of Ganja
is to cause mass casualties and panic among the population, thereby gaining new positions
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in the territories belonging to Azerbaijan by force. This leads too many casualties because it
is directed towards innocent civilians, and amounts to war crimes. 17

“Black Garden: Armenia and Azerbaijan through Peace and War”
By Thomas de Waal
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Up to this day, about 292 civilians have been hospitalized with various injuries, 63
civilians have been killed, 386 civilian facilities, 1,981 houses and 90 apartment buildings
have been destroyed as a result of terroristic attacks by the Armenian armed forces. These
attacks by the Armenian armed forces, which target civilian objects and civilians in violation
of international humanitarian law, continue and, unfortunately, cause new casualties and
destructions each day.
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The Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergencies and Armed
Conflict, adopted by the UN General Assembly on 14 December 1974 states that, countless
attacks on the civilian population, especially women and children, who are the most
vulnerable part of the population, are prohibited and should be condemned. 18
UN member states must fulfill their obligations under the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and
the Geneva Conventions of 1949, which provide important guarantees for the protection of
women and children, as well as other international legal instruments on respect for human
rights in times of armed conflict.19
Therefore, the Armenian armed forces obviously violated the provisions of the
international humanitarian law and is continuing committing war crimes and we strongly
condemn such criminal acts by the Republic of Armenia.
The Azerbaijani Bar Association appeals to the bar associations and law societies,
international organizations and embassies of foreign countries to condemn the criminal acts
committed by the Republic of Armenia.

Annex: The Response of The Azerbaijani Bar Association to the allegations voiced by
the international media representatives and the officials of the Republic of Armenia.
Sincerely,

Anar Baghirov, Ph.D
Chairman
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With regard to the allegations voiced by the international media representatives and the
officials of the Republic of Armenia, we would like to note the following:
1.

Who initiated the war or hostilities?

Armenian government needed to create a border provocation with Azerbaijan to divert its
population’s attention from its poor handling of the pandemic and economic problems. Acting
from this motive, Armenia attacked Tovuz region of Azerbaijan, which is far away from the
conflict zone and with strategic pipelines passing in the vicinity. Being defeated there, between
July and September, Armenia prepared for new casualties, buying weapons and recruiting PKK
terrorists for a new war against Azerbaijan. This strategy aligns with the publicly announced
threatening statement of Armenian Minister of Defence David Tonoyan as “New war for new
territories”, which he declared “will rid Armenia of this trench condition, the constant defensive
state, and will add the units which may shift the military actions to the territory of the enemy”.1
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev informed the international community
regarding the potential provocation prepared by the Armenian government at the meeting of the
75th anniversary of the United Nations and called on the UN and international community to
urge Armenia to refrain from another military aggression.2
“Changing the demographics of the occupied territories by bringing in refugees of Armenian
origin from Lebanon, Syria and Iraq is one thing, even though unlawful, but populating NagornoKarabakh with PKK militants, classified by all Western countries, including the US and the EU,
as a terrorist organisation, is another.”3, wrote James Willson from Eureporter, 4 days before the
escalation, which points to the new provocation planned by the Armenian government.
With regard to the several claims as to registration of pick-ups and military trainings for
servicemen by Azerbaijan before the rise of the conflict, please note that these measures are
conducted regularly in accordance with the Article 45 of the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan
on “Military duty and Military service” 4 and the Article 1.3 of the decision of the Cabinet of
Ministers dated 4 April 2006 on “Rules for the registration of the military equipment” 5. President
Ilham Aliyev has repeatedly indicated the potential wage of war by Armenia, and registration of
military equipment and military trainings for military servicemen only have the defensive purpose
and complies with the requirements of the mentioned legal acts.
2.
a)

On which side, the mercenaries are involved?
International obligations.

Please note that Azerbaijan joined the 1989 Convention Against the Recruitment, Use,
Financing and Training of Mercenaries in 1997. Apart from that, it is also unlawful under the laws
of the Republic of Azerbaijan (Article 114 of the Criminal Code) to recruit mercenaries. Therefore,
any allegation regarding the recruitment of mercenaries is groundless. Azerbaijan has always
complied with its international and domestic obligations arising from the international and
domestic legislation and will continue to do so. Armenia and its supporters fail to provide any
evidence regarding their allegations.
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On the other side, unlike Azerbaijan, Armenia is not a party to the mentioned Convention, which
does not bind Armenia to refrain from the recruitment of mercenaries. International media before
the start of war has urged the international community about the recruitment of PKK terrorists
and Syrian mercenaries of Armenian origin by Armenia. Russian media reports that USA, France
and Russian citizens of Armenian origin fights in the side of Armenia against Azerbaijan6 and
Armenian officials have also called upon the citizens of other countries of Armenian origin to join
this conflict by making relevant changes to its law on defense.7 8
b)

Threats to the energy security of Europe

Azerbaijan is well aware that recruitment of terrorists would pose a threat to the security of the
region, besides the energy security of the Europe. Azerbaijan intends to play a huge role in the
energy security of Europe with its projects as TAP, TANAP, Baku Tbilisi Ceyhan (BTC), Baku–
Tbilisi–Supsa, Baku-Novorossiysk and the Southern Caucasus pipeline, therefore this is in the
interest of Azerbaijan to refrain from any action which would threaten the implementation of
these projects. However, Armenia with its provocations against Tovuz region (locating in the
vicinity of major oil and gas pipelines) in July, its recruitment of PKK terrorists and missile attacks
to the BTC and Baku-Novorossiysk pipeline is highly interested in jeopardizing the future role
Azerbaijan would play in the energy security of Europe.
Armenia fired a cluster to damage the BTC pipeline on 6 October, and launched missile strikes
to Baku- Novorossiysk pipeline but was unsuccessful in its attempts. If such a damage occurs,
it will cause interruptions in the operation of this important pipelines and millions of Europeans
will find it harder to access reliable energy, and it will also cause an environmental catastrophe. 9
c)

Comparison of Military manpower

As the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, has repeatedly stated in his
interviews to the international media representatives, Azerbaijan does not need to recruit
mercenaries since its army consists of 100.000 fighters10 and its total military personnel exceeds
426.000 11 . Azerbaijan’s available manpower is over 3.000.000 while in Armenia this is only
809.00012. This comparison13 regarding military power of Azerbaijan and Armenia proves which
side is in the desperate need of recruiting mercenaries.
d)

Eaten by boars

Having failed to provide an evidence for the involvement of Syrian mercenaries, Armenian
Ministry of Defence spokesperson claimed that their corpses were sent back to Syria or were
eaten by wild boars in the swamps of the Araks river. 14
e)

Alleged evidences

Armenia or its supporters have only made claims to having evidences regarding involvement of
mercenaries, but have not released any of them.
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Although Armenia claims that Director of the Foreign Intelligence Service of the Russian
Federation Sergei Naryshkin states the involvement of mercenaries by Azerbaijan, this does not
reflect the reality. If you take a look at the statement 15, you can see that he only states the
existence of mercenaries in Nagorno Karabakh region and does not state in which side they fight
for.
However, Azerbaijan’s State Security Service released audio recordings of a dialogue between
two PKK terrorists who had come to the region to fight alongside Armenian separatists.16
“According to the intercepted conversations, the terrorists discuss the precarious situation on
Armenia’s side and numerous losses. They also talk about how the Azerbaijani side effectively
uses drones and regret having come to the war zone and being deceived by the Armenians.
Here we present the abovementioned materials,” the service noted.17
Apart from that, the officials of the Republic of Azerbaijan have repeatedly stated that they have
a lot of photo and video footages testifying the involvement of mercenaries on Armenia’s side.
Defense Ministry spokesman Anar Eyvazov said in a statement that some of the dead bodies
found among the casualties of the Armenian army were determined to be mercenaries of
Armenian origin who came from Syria.18
The issue is that Armenia has a long-term practice in deploying mercenaries and recruiting
terrorists, which was also the case during the Nagorno-Karabakh war in 1990s. Even back in
the Soviet times, Kurds were instrumentalised by Russia and Armenia, the former having
established the autonomous region of Red Kurdistan in Nagorno-Karabakh in 1923-1929 to
facilitate the resettlement of Kurds living in Azerbaijan, Armenia and Iran to the region. 19
3.

Shelling of civilians and targeting cultural property

The officials of Armenia have sufficed by citing various international legislation, without indicating
and providing evidence of how Azerbaijan has violated them. Although they claim civilian
casualties, Azerbaijan has more civilians killed and wounded since the rise of the new conflict.
We will provide following facts as to how Armenia has violated the international legislation:
a)

Article 3 of the Convention on the Protection of Civilian Persons in the Time of War

In an interview with TV show "Vesti" aired on the Russian TV channel Russia-1 on 8 October,
Vagharshak Harutyunyan, the chief adviser to Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan, openly stated
that Armenia is purposefully bombarding peaceful cities of Azerbaijan and targeting civilians to
create panic among them. 20
This statement explains how Armenia has made it its state strategy to target civilians and has
confessed to purposefully commiting war crimes. Since the rise of the conflict, Armenia has
shelled densely populated areas, strategically important civilian and energy infrastructure, which
are far from the frontline such as Ganja, Mingachevir, Barda, Nakhchivan, Tartar, Beylagan,
Khizi-Absheron region. As a result of these attacks on civilians, over 56 civilians were killed.
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Russian military expert Igor Korotchenko expressed confidence that by shelling Azerbaijani
cities, Yerevan is trying to provoke Baku into tit-for-tat response. If Yerevan can demonstrate
that military activities are taking place not only in the territory of the occupied Nagorno-Karabakh
region of Azerbaijan, but also in Armenia itself, then it can demand military support from
Russia. 21
Armenia has continually attempted to widen this conflict by provoking Azerbaijan to shell
Armenia’s territories so that it can attract Russia into this conflict based on Collective Security
Treaty Organisation. Launching missile attack against Nakhichivan Autonomous Republic on
October 1622 reflects Armenia’s attempt to attract Turkey, which is the guarantor for the security
of Nakhichevan Autonomous Republic based on Kars and Moscow Treaties of 1921. This way,
they can widen the conflict involving Russia against Turkey.
b)

Shelling Ganja in return for operations conducted in Khankendi (Stepanakert)

International media representatives and Armenian officials have justified Armenia’s attack on
Ganja with Azerbaijan’s military operations in Khankendi (Stepanakert). However, we would like
to bring to your attention the following differences between these two cases: 23
i)

ii)
iii)

iv)

c)

Ganja is the second largest city of Azerbaijan, with a population of approximately
500.000. On the other side, Khankendi (Stepanakert) locates in Azerbaijan’s
internationally recognized territory occupied by Armenia and its population is 55.200.
While residents of Ganja live almost 100 km away from the conflict zone, Khankendi
(Stepanakert) is in the epicenter of the conflict.
Residents of Ganja were not aware of a potential ballistic missile as they live away
from the conflict zone and one of many missile attacks happened just after a
humanitarian ceasefire agreed between the parties. Two largest attacks happened
midnight when people were sleeping. With regard to Khankendi (Stepanakert), its
residents have been previously warned by the Republic of Azerbaijan that military
units situated in occupied territories will be targeted, and residents were asked to
evacuate to prevent any damage.
Without any prior notification, densely populated area (Ganja) were shelled by
Armenia with ballistic missiles in the middle of the night, killing and wounding innocent
civilians. Whereas in Khankendi, following the warnings issued by Azerbaijani forces,
an air siren sounds, giving the civilians enough time to seek shelter or evacuate.
The Convention on Laws and Customs of War on Land signed in The Hague on
October 18, 1907, article 25

Azerbaijan has not shelled a single shot at Armenia, all its operations are in its internationally
recognized territory carrying the purpose of liberating those regions. President Ilham Aliyev has
repeatedly stated that our government will respond to the Armenia in the battlefield, we don’t
fight with civilians. 24
On the other side, Armenia deliberately and purposefully targets civilians who live far away from
the conflict zone.
d)

The Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism on 09.12.1999.
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Armenia use the funds received under the name of humanitarian aid to buy new ballistic
weapons and committing crimes against innocent people in Azerbaijan. Besides, The Armenian
Republic has supported terrorism at the state level and turned it into its state policy. There are
more than 13 Armenian terrorist organisations, which have committed terrorist attacks in various
countries, one of these being Armenian Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia (ASALA).
Founded in 1975 in Beirut, Lebanon, during the Lebanese Civil War, ASALA is responsible for
hundreds of bloody terror acts.25 CIA defines ASALA as a “continuing international threat”.26
e) Protocol No. 1 of the Convention for the Protection of Civilian Persons in the
Time of War, signed in Geneva on 12.08.1949
Unlike Armenia, Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Azerbaijan has officially stated that the
Azerbaijan Army does not target the civilian population, civilian facilities, and civilian
infrastructure, making calls for the civilian population in the occupied territories to stay away
from military facilities.
Please consider that Nagorno-Karabakh is internationally recognized territory of the Republic of
Azerbaijan, therefore it is illegal to visit this territory without permission of Azerbaijan. Armenia
has put the lives of journalists in danger by inviting them to this area without taking necessary
measures to clearly distinguish them. "Of particular concern is the fact that in some cases,
attracting journalists and other media workers to the war zone, Armenia, apparently, deliberately
does not take the necessary measures to clearly distinguish them from combatants," the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan indicated.27
f)

Claims regarding shelling of Armenian church

While Armenia condemns Azerbaijan of an alleged shelling of its church, Armenia has damaged
a Russian Orthodox Church with its missile attacks against Ganja city on October 11, 2020. 28
Unlike Armenia, Azerbaijan is a multinational and secular country, being home to diverse
religious beliefs. Armenian church in the center of Azerbaijan still operates, while Armenia has
humiliated the mosques in its territory by turning them into stalls.
Armenia’s allegation regarding the shelling of its church is nothing, but its failed attempt to play
the religion card and turn this conflict into a religious war.
4.

Use of cluster munitions

We would like to note that Armenia fired a cluster rocket, which struck only 10 meters away from
the BTC line in the central-western Yevlakh region, ejecting more than 300 cluster bomblets. 29
Please also take into consideration that Artsakh Republic, Armenian officials refers to is nothing,
but a puppet regime, not recognised by any country in the world, including Armenia itself. Under
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, Azerbaijan has a legal right to self-defense and
this right can continue until the liberation of all occupied territories.30
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